Enable interoperability with
secure referral automation

Brightree ePrescribe
Build a more accurate and
efficient referral process
Brightree’s ePrescribe solutions enable HMEs to seamlessly connect
with clinical providers to receive and process referrals electronically
without interrupting the clinician’s existing workflow, as well as store
documentation and data appropriately in each system. This electronic
exchange of critical patient data provides you with time sensitive
referral information directly within your referral workflow, improving
both efficiency and accuracy while enabling you to participate in the
interoperable exchange of data that the modern healthcare delivery
network now expects and demands.
With this new level of interoperability, HMEs are no longer a
commodity in healthcare, giving you greater visibility with your
referral sources over your “unplugged” competitors. Via ePrescribe
integrations, providers can electronically send you orders and
documentation and share patient data — including demographics,
insurance information, progress notes, vitals and diagnosis
information — for you to process and deliver.

Key benefits:

n	
Saves

time and effort with a more
efficient referral process

n	
Enhances

relationships with
referral sources

n

Virtually eliminates duplicate data
entry and the need to chase down
documentation and notes

n

Drives better data integrity with
less human errors

n

Improves operational efficiency
and reimbursement

n

Promotes more timely patient care

ePrescribe automates and streamlines your entire referral workflow
process, helping to reduce costly errors and manual effort while
speeding up your path to reimbursement.
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Brightree ePrescribe
Faster, cleaner referral processing - all without you needing to
send fax after fax or place yet another call back to the provider.
With ePrescribe, both you and your referral sources no longer have
to use archaic or paper-based workflows for data transmission,
drastically cutting your referral processing time and making duplicate
data entry a thing of the past.
Antiquated phone-and-fax based methods require too much manual
intervention and rob you of the ability to focus on better patient care.
ePrescribe helps ensure that all providers stay fully up to speed on
the patient’s overall care plan, and enable you to fulfill orders for
equipment and supplies more quickly and more accurately.
Along with facilitating better patient engagement and enhancing
relationships with your referral sources, ePrescribe gives you the
ability to process more referrals with less hassle, and to get paid
faster. With ePrescribe, Brightree is delivering real interoperability to
HMEs, revolutionizing your business and helping you stay relevant in
the patient healthcare cycle.

Capabilities

Features

n	
Consolidates

n	
Patient

workflows and clinical information.
Segments work to allow staff members to work
referrals from multiple sources.

n	
Creates

referral worklists. Provides an efficient
place to track status of all referrals.

n	
Allows

customizable referral rejection reasons.
Manage the reasons for any rejected referrals.

matching. Reconciles, matches and updates
patients in Brightree and eliminates duplicate patients,
keeping your local patient data in sync with your
referral source.

n	
Insurance

reconciliation and mapping. Saves time
and increases accuracy as your staff is presented with
suggested Brightree insurance records that have been
verified by an administrator.

n	
Integrates

with Brightree Document Management
to associate the referral with the patient and/or
sales order. Stores a record of the initial referral complete
with physician notes in the Brightree patient chart.

n	
Sends notification alerts when a new referral arrives.

Alert contains link to allow your staff to quickly
access the referral.

Learn more
To see how Brightree’s ePrescribe solutions can streamline
your referral process, visit brightree.com/ePrescribeHME,
send us an email at info@brightree.com or contact us at
888.598.7797, ext 5.
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